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Israel's contemporary art music reflects a modern society that is an intricate fabric of national
and ethnic origins, languages and dialects, customs and traditions-a heterogeneous culture of
cultures. It is a rich and distinctive environment-at once ancient and modern, spiritual and
secular, traditional and progressive.Twenty Israeli Composers, the first published collection of
interviews with Israeli composers, explores this developing and distinctive music culture. The
featured composers have earned distinction in Israel and abroad, and reflect the pluralism of
Israeli art music, culture, and society. In first-person narrative, they discuss the interaction of
inspiration, method, and cultural context in their work, revealing both international and national
influence and scope. Three generations of contemporary composers-immigrants from Central
and Eastern Europe, North and South America, and naïve sabras- share their ideas about
music, the creative process, and their experiences as artists living and working in Israel. Robert
Fleisher furnishes a biographical sketch of each composer, followed by a summary of recent
accomplishments. The book also includes a bibliography, discography, and information for
further study.

Book DescriptionIn first person narrative, twenty of Israel's leading art-music composers discuss
the interaction of inspiration, method and cultural context in their work, revealing both
international and national influence and scope. --This text refers to the hardcover
edition.ReviewThe first-person narratives collected here and the broad spectrum provided by
Robert Fleisher, on musical life and creative activity in Israel, permit an insight into the general
cultural atmosphere and the role of music in a steadily developing country (Peter Gradenwitz
University of Freiburg/Breisgau)The boiling cauldron of Israeli music, music by immigrants and
by Israelis born of diverse ethnic and cultural backgrounds, comes to life in the monologues
representative of three generations of composers, born between 1909 and 1961. They tell about
their past and present, their activity as performers and teachers, their interaction with colleagues
their artistic and national creeds, and their music, written in a cultural climate of fierce ideological
polemics and extreme pluralism. Composer and ethnomusicologist Robert Fleisher has carefully
preserved the spontaneity of their narratives, complementing them with informative annotations
and musical examples. The book is a fascinating, collective, historical and contemporary
biography of a highly committed group of musicians in a highly musical country. (Jehoash
Hirshberg Hebrew University of Jerusalem)There is no more compelling work on the aesthetics
of modern Israeli musical life .... One of the most exciting works on composers and
contemporary music at the end of the twentieth century. (Philip Bohlman University of Chicago) --
This text refers to the hardcover edition.From the Back CoverTwenty Israeli Composers, the first
published collection of interviews with Israeli composers, explores this developing and



distinctive music culture. --This text refers to the hardcover edition.About the AuthorRobert
Fleisher is a professor of musictheory and composition at Northern IllinoisUniversity (Dekalb).
He received his Doctorof Musical Arts in Composition from theUniversity of Illinois.--This text
refers to the hardcover edition.Read more
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Symphony Orchestra2. Baghdad version of melody used in Hanoch Jacoby, Mutatio No. 1 for
Symphony Orchestra3. Abel Ehrlich, Bashrav, measures 1–594. Mode that is the basis of
Mordecai Seter, Jerusalem—Symphony for Mixed Choir, Brass, and Strings5. Mordecai Seter,
Jerusalem—Symphony for Mixed Choir, Brass, and Strings, first movement, beginning (bass
voices)6. Tzvi Avni, Epitaph (Piano Sonata No. 2), measure 17. Tzvi Avni, Epitaph (Piano Sonata
No. 2), measure 118. Tzvi Avni, Epitaph (Piano Sonata No. 2), measure 419. Tzvi Avni, Epitaph
(Piano Sonata No. 2), measures 93–9410. Tzvi Avni, Epitaph (Piano Sonata No. 2), measure 95
(ending)11. Arik Shapira, Missa Viva for Symphony Orchestra, material of which the work “is a
composite” 184–8512. Arik Shapira, Missa Viva for Symphony Orchestra, beginning13. Arik
Shapira, Off Piano, beginning14. Daniel Galay, Tzu Singen un Tzu Sogen, measures 16–2015.
Daniel Galay, Tzu Singen un Tzu Sogen, measures 47–5016. Daniel Galay, Tzu Singen un Tzu
Sogen, measures 75–8117. Daniel Galay, Tzu Singen un Tzu Sogen, measures 110–1318.
Daniel Galay, Tzu Singen un Tzu Sogen, measures 162–7119. Betty Olivero, Cantes Amargos,
part three, measures 69–80 (ending), voice onlyFOREWORDIt is an uncommon pleasure for me
to contribute this foreword to Robert Fleisher’s Twenty Israeli Composers: Voices of a Culture.
Let me start by saying that the subject of this important study is near and dear to my heart, and
one with which I can claim more than a passing familiarity, for the following reasons: I am a
composer, I was born and raised in Israel, and I have maintained steady contact with Israeli
music and Israeli composers over the years. For me, the participants—the cast of characters—
who occupy the book’s landscape range the full gamut from early mentors, to colleagues past
and present, to younger friends and professional acquaintances. I know and recognize their
voices as they emerge from its pages. Moreover, I have also had the pleasure of reading and
hearing excerpts from these interviews at earlier stages.The idea of this book is an excellent and
timely one. Though various reference sources on Israeli composers have been published, I
believe none has attempted to do what has been achieved in Twenty Israeli Composers. As will
quickly become apparent to the reader, the book’s subjects are people who have a great deal to
say about a wide variety of topics. Their observations, diverse as they are, form a stimulating
view of life in Israel, and of some of the immensely complicated issues, concerns, and
challenges confronting Israeli society—seen through the unique lens of the artist. The interviews
in this book are both thoughtful and thought-provoking, encouraging at times, sad at others, and
always very real. Moreover, they are presented in an ideal context: much important information
and perspective is provided in the introduction and in the essays that introduce each generation
of composers. The discography and bibliography are also valuable resources for further
study.Living as we do in the late twentieth century, ours is a small world—or so, at least, it
seems. Thanks to the miracles of modern technology and communication and the easy
accessibility of jet travel, television, satellite, and the Internet, we can be anywhere, anytime,
literally at the push of a button. We certainly have the means and the capacity to experience the
artistic expressions of peoples from around the globe without ever having to leave our own
homes, if we so choose. In this day and age, Israeli music, Australian sculpture, or Sri Lankan



dance should not be unfamiliar oddities. Yet in reality we are, for the most part, not only ignorant
but also parochial when it comes to our knowledge of art and culture, especially contemporary
art, in distant lands.My own guess is that this situation is in no small measure a reflection of the
general apathy to art created today, even close to home. Only a fraction of the vast majority of
musical performing organizations’ efforts in the United States is directed to the presentation and
encouragement of contemporary music. Small wonder, then, that the part of the pie that is
allotted (often by way of a token gesture) to new music is, for the most part, earmarked for
American music. I am not suggesting that this is unfair. Quite to the contrary, one could readily
argue that every society has an obligation to nurture and foster its own culture. But I am
suggesting that in a better world newly created music, whatever its origin, would occupy a much
more privileged position in the average concertgoer’s musical priorities.Which brings me back to
Twenty Israeli Composers. The contemporary art-music scene in Israel is an extraordinarily
vibrant and vital one, equaling in both quality and intensity that of countries many times Israel’s
size. This activity is all the more impressive when one considers that during its almost fifty years
of statehood, Israel has enjoyed but the briefest periods of relative calm, politically speaking. Yet
in spite of their exceptional creative achievements, Israeli composers are, as Professor Fleisher
asserts, almost totally unknown in this country, even to specialists in the field of new
music.Twenty Israeli Composers is a significant step in the right direction. The idea of opening a
window into another culture by way of interviews with composers is far superior to the usual
biographical entries included in the major reference books presently available to the music
student or scholar. This book promises to be of interest to the scholar and to the nonspecialist
alike. With his background in composition and ethnomusicology, Professor Fleisher has
contributed something both unique and exciting. These interviews, spanning three generations
of Israeli composers, are focused yet wide-ranged, thoughtful, and insightful. They reveal a
broad panorama of views and provide an unprecedented glimpse into Israeli culture and society.
There is a strong voice that emerges out of all of this—a voice that deserves to be heard. I say
this not just as an Israeli, but also as a composer and as a citizen of the world.I wonder whether,
when he began doing his research some ten years ago, Professor Fleisher could have
anticipated the degree to which the fruit of his labor would underline the broad notion that art
and life are ultimately inseparable. Though it might not have been written with this objective in
mind, this book is a must-read for all those who would imagine music to be nothing more than a
form of comfortable, relaxing activity, something to soothe the day’s travails at the office—a point
of view that, regrettably, is gaining more and more ground even among those who would
consider themselves faithful devotees of art music.Looking from the outside at the field of
ethnomusicology, I should think that one major goal of the discipline would be to turn “world
music” into something other than a euphemism for “other people’s music.” This outstanding book
is a welcome and significant contribution to this end.Shulamit RanWilliam H. Colvin Professorin
the Department of Music,The University of ChicagoACKNOWLEDGMENTSThis book and its
author have received generous individual and institutional support, without which this publication



would surely never have been possible. These acknowledgments can only begin to reflect the
extent of these contributions and my gratitude.First and foremost, I am indebted to twenty Israeli
composers, who permitted a visitor whom they never met before 1986 to ask them many
questions about their lives, their thoughts, and their music. It has been my privilege to be
entrusted with each of their contributions to this volume, which together provide a rare view of
Israeli culture and society. If in our first meetings these composers more than satisfied my
interest to become better acquainted with contemporary Israeli music, their correspondence,
and gifts of recordings, as well as of published and unpublished scores have further enhanced
my appreciation of its breadth and variety. In addition, it has been possible to continue this
process through subsequent meetings in the United States, including the visits of several
composers to Northern Illinois University (NIU). I am also grateful for the kind assistance of Alice
Jacoby and Dina Seter.Among those whose contributions to the study of Israeli art music are
cited in this book, two individuals, whom I have been privileged to know for many years, figure
prominently. Alexander L. Ringer is Professor Emeritus of musicology at the University of Illinois,
where University of Chicago ethnomusicologist Philip V. Bohlman and I were graduate student
colleagues. The writings of these two scholars concerning Israeli music evince great insight, and
as critical, “outsider” perspectives, their objectivity lends these contributions special value. I am
indebted to them both, not only for their important scholarship in this area, but also for their
generous assistance, encouragement, and advice. Indeed, perhaps more than any other, Philip
Bohlman has influenced the evolution of this book, from the initial project proposal stages to its
publication. One stream of this influence has been the elegance and breadth of his own prolific
scholarship; the other, his unwavering faith in the potential contribution of this book to an area of
study that has been immeasurably enriched by his own eloquent writings.Many others have
provided valuable assistance, information, and suggestions. The helpful staff and many
stimulating guests at Mishkenot Sha’ananim in Jerusalem, where I spent nearly seven weeks,
made it an ideal base for my activities while in Israel. For several days I also enjoyed the
hospitality of the nearby St. Andrew’s Hospice, affiliated with the Church of Scotland. Yehudit
(Jackie) Rudolph and Helena Flusfeder were two of the most amiable and helpful companions
one could hope to encounter far from one’s home. Professor Amnon Shiloah, of the Hebrew
University, was a very gracious host, consultant, and an informative tour guide in and around
Jerusalem.David Beveridge read portions of an early draft and offered incisive and helpful
criticism. Judith McCulloh at the University of Illinois Press provided much useful information and
advice concerning copyrights and authorizations. Daniel Kazez subsequently provided many
worthwhile suggestions which have strengthened the book in innumerable ways. Tzvi Avni and
Noa Guy, two composers included in this volume, were uniquely qualified and kind enough to
identify many details requiring modification or correction. Ari Ben-Shabetai and Yinam Leef, also
in this book, provided information concerning other composers and the new Israeli Music
Center. Alex Wasserman, a gifted young Israeli composer who once studied with Abel Ehrlich
and was later my student at NIU, has been a very helpful consultant whose input I have sought



on a number of occasions. Amnon Wolman at Northwestern University provided information
concerning performances of Israeli works that he arranged in Chicago. Angela Cline translated
an article about composer Tsippi Fleischer by Amnon Shiloah, from the original French. My
cousin David Leland and his wife Amira Joelson provided much useful information both before
and after my visit to Israel. I am also indebted to Lee M. Floersheimer, formerly of the Elaine
Kaufman Cultural Center’s Birnbaum Music Library in New York City, and to the Performing Arts
Research Collection at Lincoln Center and the Jewish Division of the New York Public Library.
Several NIU colleagues also provided valuable assistance: Peter Middleton, Stephen Kern, Ted
Hatmaker, William Baker, David Shavit, and Robert Green.The Israel Music Institute, Israeli
Music Publications, and Israel Brass-Wind Publications all kindly provided copies of scores and
permission to reprint musical excerpts from various compositions. For the use of Else Lasker-
Schüler’s poem “Klein Sterbelied” I am grateful for the kind assistance of the previous copyright
holder, Kösel Verlag (München), and to Suhrkamp Verlag (Frankfurt am Main) for permission to
reprint it in the original German; to Eked Publishing House (Tel Aviv) and to the estate of Else
Lasker-Schüler (P. A. Alsberg, administrator) for permission to reprint Yehuda Amichai’s Hebrew
translation, set to music by Tsippi Fleischer; and to Gila Abrahamson, for permission to use her
English translation.The Israel Music Institute has provided a great wealth of information and
assistance, including the informative IMI News, issued quarterly. Former director William Y. Elias
furnished a number of scores published by the IMI during my visit to Israel in 1986. While this
book was being prepared for publication, director Paul Landau, IMI News editor Yuval Shaked,
and Miriam Morgan—to whom I owe a special debt of gratitude—all responded generously to
my seemingly endless inquiries and requests. In addition, the IMI, the Israel Composers’
League, and the Jerusalem Rubin Academy of Music and Dance have provided copies of their
publications.Ephraim Mittelmann, archivist for the Israel Philharmonic Orchestra (IPO), provided
permission to include Hanoch Jacoby’s photograph and program note, as well as other valuable
information and assistance. Avi Shoshani, general secretary of the IPO, granted permission to
reprint passages of a previously published interview that Mr. Jacoby gave to Uri Toeplitz. Dr.
Toeplitz, a chronicler and former member of the IPO, generously provided articles concerning
several composers, previously included in IPO program booklets, and authorized the use of
excerpts from the aforementioned interview. Dr. Gila Flam, Director of the National Music Library
and National Sound Archives of the Jewish National and University Library, provided detailed
information concerning the Israeli Music Center’s recorded anthology of Israeli piano music, of
which she is the producer. The photographs of each composer are used with the kind
permission of the photographers acknowledged, as well as with the courtesy of other named
individuals and organizations. Peggy Woznicki-Doherty at the Pittsburgh Symphony kindly
relayed the photo of Ari Ben-Shabetai.Shulamit Ran is among the most acclaimed living
composers today. Trained as a pianist in her native Israel, she premiered her own Capriccio for
piano and orchestra with the New York Philharmonic, conducted by Leonard Bernstein, at the
age of fourteen. After attending the Mannes College of Music in New York, Ran studied with



Ralph Shapey at the University of Chicago, where she has been a member of the music faculty
since 1973. A recipient of many honors, including the Pulitzer Prize and Kennedy Center
Friedheim Award, Professor Ran has also served as composer-in-residence with both the
Chicago Symphony Orchestra and the Lyric Opera of Chicago. A vigorous proponent of
contemporary Israeli music and arts, it was Shulamit Ran who first urged publication of these
interviews in the present form. Her eloquent foreword to this volume is deeply appreciated.This
project would have remained merely an idea were it not for support received from the Northern
Illinois University Graduate School (Jerrold H. Zar, Dean) and its Research and Artistry
Committee. The first of several Graduate School grants, combined with a commission from the
David C. and Sarajean Ruttenberg Arts Foundation, helped to support my stay in Israel during
the summer of 1986. A concert and exhibition of “New Music from Israel,” produced at NIU in
April 1987 and featuring works by several of the composers represented in this book, was made
possible by the generous support of the university and the Newman Fund of the National
Foundation for Jewish Culture. In 1988, grants from the NIU Deans’ Fund for Humanities
Research facilitated transcription of the recorded interviews. For many months, Kelly Bowers
spent countless hours accomplishing this arduous task, overcoming background noises, a
variety of accents, and mechanical difficulties with good humor, and a growing interest in what
these composers had to say.Additional NIU support for research related to this project was
provided by the Graduate School, Office of Faculty Development (Edwin L. Simpson, Director),
the School of Music (Paul Bauer, Chair), and the College of Visual and Performing Arts (Harold
A. Kafer, Dean). I am also indebted, for a variety of assistance, to the NIU Office of Sponsored
Projects (Linda Schwarz, Director). At NIU Art/Photo, Robert Banke produced prints of some
photographs and of all musical examples. Considerable assistance was also provided by NIU
music librarian H. Stephen Wright and library technical assistant Lynne M. Smith, as well as by
the reference librarians at the Founders Memorial Library.For Twenty Israeli Composers to have
found a home at the Wayne State University Press is truly felicitous. I deeply appreciate the
enthusiastic support, encouragement, and assistance of its director, Arthur B. Evans; the
endorsement of the editorial board in welcoming this volume to its distinguished and diverse
catalog; the meticulous scrutiny and many welcome enhancements furnished by copyeditor
Jonathan Lawrence; and the understanding, wise counsel, and many forms of assistance
generously provided by its managing editor, Kathryn Wildfong.This book is dedicated to my
mother, Doris, and to the memory of my father, Maurice Fleisher. Doris Fleisher has actively
supported this effort in innumerable ways, and served in a variety of roles, including research
assistant, editor, host, and, always, as a much valued advisor.Finally, I am truly thankful for the
encouragement, interest, patience, and assistance of my wife, Darsha Primich, throughout the
many stages of this book’s evolution.INTRODUCTIONTHE CULTURE OF ART MUSIC IN
ISRAELIn the mid-1960s, Alexander L. Ringer described the inspirations, influences, and
stylistic elements associated with art music written by Israeli composers of the established “first
generation” and by those of an emerging “second generation.”1 Ami Maayani, a prominent



second-generation composer, a few years later celebrated “the breakthrough of Israeli music to
countries overseas.”2 Though the increasingly active and eclectic contemporary art music of
Israel3 has been documented and disseminated through published scores, recordings, and
international performances, most musicians, critics, and scholars outside of Israel remain
unaware of this vibrant musical culture. The subject of contemporary Israeli music has been
treated in depth by few writers. Though information concerning a small number of Israeli
composers appears in standard music reference sources, few books on twentieth-century music
mention Israeli composers or acknowledge the art-music tradition represented by those
interviewed and cited in this volume. Books about Jewish music have emphasized traditional
and liturgical genres, while most that have examined the art music of Israel and its creators, due
to their vintage, have afforded greater attention to the era of the British Mandate than to the
several decades of Israeli statehood that have ensued. Though more than a half-century of art
music has been created in modern Israel, this book is the first collection of interviews with any of
this nation’s many composers.4Other deficiencies have also been noted in the literature
concerning the arts of Israel. Peter Gradenwitz, a prolific chronicler of music and musicians in
Israel since his immigration to Palestine in 1936, observed that “sympathy or lack of
understanding” characterized most scholarship by “foreign” writers, while Israelis themselves
were viewed as either “chauvinistic” or “over-critical” when treating the subject.5 Indeed, much of
the discourse, both past and present, concerning contemporary Israeli music has informed us
more about its authors than its subject. A recent review by such a foreign observer, of a full-
evening work by a composer in this book, lamented the “alien” influence of Ravel and the
absence of Israel’s “harsh topography and tough-minded mentality.” Though acknowledging the
“coherence” of the composition, the reviewer closed as follows: “One day, someone (and
perhaps it will be he) is going to find the visceral center of modern Israel and turn it into
important music.”6 The importance of musical composition is both a central assumption upon
which this book rests and its raison d’être—a belief in the value of human creativity as a mirror of
the individual artist and of his or her culture. This writer believes the past several decades have
produced many important works by Israeli composers, some outstanding, all of which deserve a
much wider audience. Perhaps as this repertoire becomes more familiar, fruitful discussion
concerning the import of individual works will be more readily achieved.During the past decade,
several important new titles, by both “insiders” and “outsiders,” have signaled the continuing
development and growing recognition of Israel’s contemporary art music.7 The most recent is an
informative social history of musical culture in the Yishuv by Jehoash Hirshberg, also the
biographer of Israel’s arguably best-known composer, Paul Ben-Haim.8 Among Philip V.
Bohlman’s writings on Israel’s musical history and culture are his studies of its German-Jewish
community and, more recently, of the World Centre for Jewish Music in Palestine, one of the
many cultural institutions established by members of that community.9 Alice Tischler’s
bibliography of works by sixty-three Israeli art-music composers is the first reference source of
its kind.10 These publications have significantly advanced the state of knowledge concerning



the art-music culture of Israel.The present book of interviews with Israeli composers seeks to
complement these important contributions to the study of Israeli musical culture, while also
addressing a dimension that has until now been virtually neglected. As Mark Slobin recently
stated, “We have not yet fully tapped into the rich resources of Jewish musical consciousness,
as opposed to repertories.”11 During the 1978 World Congress on Jewish Music, held in
Jerusalem, the distinguished ethnomusicologist Bruno Nettl explained why ideas about music
need to be documented and preserved as much as the music itself:Of the various components
of musical culture, the music itself, the sound, changes least rapidly; behaviour changes more,
and the conceptions of music, the idea of what music is, what it does, what power it has, how it
is defined, in the various cultures of the world, is something which changes perhaps most
rapidly, or at least before the other components. If we are indeed to preserve something about
music, we must find ways of preserving and recording the conceptions of music and musical
behaviour; this seems to me to be in fact more urgent ethnomusicology than the continuing
preservation of the musical artifact alone.12It is in the spirit of preservation that this book
presents twenty Israeli composers, discussing their lives, works, and ideas. In documenting a
musical repertory, culture, and history, the interviews in this volume reflect the time and place of
modern Israel.Artists’ first-person narratives provide a unique perspective concerning the
interaction of inspiration, aesthetics, method, and cultural context. The study of contemporary
music has been increasingly documented through collected interviews with composers of
various national, ethnic, and aesthetic orientations.13 This book is neither a definitive nor
encyclopedic study of Israeli art music or its many composers. Rather, it is an unprecedented
compilation of autobiographical texts that can contribute to our knowledge and understanding of
contemporary Israeli music and culture. Book work and fieldwork have played mutually
supporting roles in its formation, though its principal focus and contribution are unquestionably
in the latter area. The dynamics of both cultural change and continuity are seen through the eyes
and heard through the voices of these Israeli composers. At the same time, their accounts and
recollections are corroborated by one another, and by written sources from past and present,
from observers “inside” and “outside.” The value of these interviews rests in the capacity of their
unique perspective and considerable detail, neither found anywhere else, to balance and
complement the growing scholarship in this area.A number of additional considerations support
the timeliness of this volume. Recent events signal a new stage in the ongoing development of
Israel’s musical culture: since 1990, the quarterly Israel Music Institute News has chronicled the
activities of Israeli composers; orchestras have appointed their first composers-in-residence; the
Israel Philharmonic Orchestra and New Israeli Opera have promoted the creation of new works
through competitions; new graduate music programs, including those in composition, have been
established at educational institutions; the Israel Composers’ League created its own publishing
firm (the Israeli Music Center) and is producing compact disk anthologies of Israeli piano music
and art songs. Many important events have also occurred in the lives of those artists
represented here: one was the first composer of art music in a quarter century to receive the



coveted Israel Prize; several others received the prestigious Prime Minister’s Prize; still others
have received major international awards and commissions; and all have had works published,
performed, or recorded both in Israel and abroad. On a sad note that also underscores the
timeliness of this publication, two first-generation composers, Hanoch Jacoby and Mordecai
Seter, are no longer living.This book presents a broad and representative spectrum of Israeli
composers, many of whom have earned places of special distinction in Israel and abroad. The
remarkably diverse group includes all generations, sabras (native Israelis)14 and immigrants,
men and women, progressives and conservatives, those trained in Israel and those schooled
abroad, those looking back on long, distinguished careers and those still establishing their own.
This diversity reflects the pluralism not only of Israeli art music but also of Israeli culture and
society as a whole. About a third of the composers included in this book are sabras, but their
varied backgrounds also find expression in their work—as, for example, in Betty Olivero’s
settings of Ladino (Judeo-Spanish) poetry reflecting her Sephardic ancestry.15 Like many of
their fellow Israelis, the immigrant composers in this book (represented in all three generational
groups) hail from a host of regions, including North and South America and Eastern and Central
Europe. Entries concerning all composers included in Parts I and II appear in The New Grove
Dictionary of Music and Musicians (1980) and in Alice Tischler’s recent Bibliography. Most of the
younger composers, presented in Part III, have experienced rapidly advancing careers and
recognition in recent years, including performances, recordings, awards, and professional
appointments.Since the focus of this volume is the tradition and repertory of Israeli art music,
which owes its existence to the sociocultural infrastructure established by European immigrants
in the decades prior to independence, the region’s popular, folk, religious, and ethnic musical
traditions, both Arabic and Jewish, lie beyond its central scope. These traditions, which have
received scholarly attention and certainly merit ongoing study, are among the many diverse
influences on Israeli art-music composers. In applying an essentially ethnomusicological model
of inquiry to the study of an art-music repertory and culture, this book takes its place in a steadily
growing volume of scholarship that, since the 1960s, has demonstrated the compatibility of art
music and ethnomusicology, the latter defined by Alan P. Merriam as “the study of music in
culture.”16When these interviews were conducted in the summer of 1986, Israel was
experiencing a nervous calm before the storm—in the aftermath of the Lebanon crises, the
uneasy honeymoon of Labor and Likud parties in a “national unity” caused by stalemated
election, and on the eve of the Palestinian intifada and the approaching Gulf War. Although fears
of terrorism drastically diminished tourism, Israelis and other visitors still vacationed on the
beaches of Eilat and visited Masada, the Dead Sea, the Holocaust memorial Yad Vashem, and
the Old City of Jerusalem. Established cultural traditions proceeded as usual, including the
biennial International Jerusalem Book Fair and the annual Israel Festival, featuring local
productions and renowned performers from around the world. There were also special events:
an outdoor rally in Jerusalem supporting the immigration of Soviet Jewry attracted a crowd
estimated at ten thousand for a program featuring a variety of popular music and dance and



speeches by government leaders Yitzhak Shamir and Shimon Peres, the late actor-singer Yves
Montand, and Soviet dissident Natan Sharansky.These interviews occurred during a seven-
week residency at Mishkenot Sha’ananim (“Peaceful Dwelling”), a center for visiting artists and
scholars near the Old City of Jerusalem. Between May 25 and July 15, conversations were
recorded with twenty-four composers, both native and immigrant, ranging from distinguished
representatives of the first generation to recent graduates of the Jerusalem Rubin Academy of
Music and Dance.17 A collective oral history based on this multigenerational group of
composers would, I thought, permit an important chapter of Israel’s cultural history to be distilled
and understood in an unprecedented way. My objective was to learn about Israel’s art-music
tradition at the midpoint of its first century, through the perspectives of its creative artists. The
resulting collection of interviews offers a unique view of Israel’s still developing but already
distinctive culture—at once ancient and modern, Western and non-Western, religious and
secular, traditional and progressive. Meetings with some composers were contemplated in
advance, while others were suggested following my arrival in Israel. Most composers whom I
contacted agreed to schedule an interview, and these took place in a variety of venues,
including Mishkenot Sha’ananim, composers’ homes, institutions with which they were affiliated,
and in public places. In an effort to familiarize myself with the music of each composer, I
attended concerts and rehearsals, studied scores, and listened to recordings, a process that
has been ongoing.Beginning with some of the composers whose music was discussed by
Alexander Ringer two decades earlier, meetings were arranged with Josef Tal, Mordecai Seter,
Abel Ehrlich, and Ben-Zion Orgad. Tal, Seter, and Ehrlich are highly individualistic
representatives of Israel’s first generation, a group numbering five immigrant composers in this
book, including Hanoch Jacoby and Haim Alexander. Orgad, together with Tzvi Avni and Ami
Maayani, are prominent composers of the second generation. While Avni and Orgad immigrated
as children, Maayani is a sabra. The youngest and largest group of composers in this volume,
designated the third generation, is the first to have been born and raised in the independent
state of Israel. Like their fellow citizens, the composers of this generation have also experienced
one or more wars in their midst, occurring every decade since 1948.18 The oldest members of
this group—Aharon Harlap, Arik Shapira, Daniel Galay, Tsippi Fleischer, Gabriel Iranyi, and
Stephen Horenstein—were born between 1941 and 1948, a period that saw the end of World
War II and the establishment of the state of Israel. Of these six composers, Shapira and
Fleischer are sabras, while the other four are immigrants, all from different countries. The
youngest composers of this group are sabras, with the exception only of Haim Permont, who
immigrated from Eastern Europe. However defined, the experiences of these generational
groups of composers reflect those of Israeli society at large.19 The oral documentation
presented here of Israel’s art-music tradition thus forms an important chapter in its history and
culture.My approach to this project no doubt differs from that which another might have chosen.
In these directed conversations, a core group of questions provided a narrative axis that served
to unify the interviews. My background in composition prompted inquiries concerning musical



training, influences, methods, and materials, while my ethnomusicological studies prompted
questions concerning personal background, identity and nationalism, the motivation and ideas
behind particular works, and composers’ views of their own work in the broader context of
contemporary Israeli music.20 Specifically, subjects were asked to comment on when and
where they were born; on their musical training and influential teachers or educational
experiences; on the meaning of being an Israeli composer; on the role of, or relationship
between, Western and non-Western influences in their music; and on their perspective
concerning their music in relation to that of other contemporary Israeli composers.21 Answers to
these questions often prompted further queries, which elicited more specific or detailed
recollections, or related information, insights, or opinions.The responses to follow-up questions
or those concerning individual compositions account for some of the differences among the
interviews. While the reader will discern the expression of many common interests and
concerns, the diversity of backgrounds, experiences, and points of view are also revealed. Other
differences among the interviews reflect the broad range of personalities involved. In
conversation, some composers were expansive, others succinct; some specific, others more
general; some guarded, others revealing. In telling their own stories, they address a gap in the
existing documentation of twentieth-century music, Israeli culture, and world cultural history. The
autobiographical narratives presented in this volume enable the reader to step inside the
creative process of Israeli art music, to better understand some of the infinite number of ways in
which life becomes art, in Israel and elsewhere.Each of the interviews, which ranged between
forty-five and ninety-minutes in length, was conducted in English, a first language for only one of
the twenty composers included in this volume. Since the preservation of the personal voice of
each composer was considered as important as ensuring the clarity and comprehensibility of his
or her remarks, the editing process was accomplished in several cautious and deliberate stages.
After the interviews were transcribed, in 1988, each subject was sent a verbatim transcript and
invited to make corrections, clarify meanings where needed, and fill in spaces left blank where
utterances could not be clearly understood.22 The resulting modifications to the interviews thus
included minor changes, additions, and deletions. In the interest of coherence, my original
questions and comments were ultimately removed from each interview, resulting in the present
first-person narratives. Though further editorial adjustments then became necessary for
continuity, changes to the original texts were purposefully limited in order to retain the meaning
and expressive character of each speaker.A recent book that includes interviews with five noted
Israeli writers bears the title Voices of Israel.23 Through the medium of first-person narratives,
the twenty composers in the present volume also give voice to their experiences as creative
artists within the contexts of Jewish and Israeli culture.24 At the same time, the shared Jewish
heritage and Israeli citizenship of the composers profiled here provides a framework that
underscores their many individual differences—of generation, national origin, education, gender,
and experience. The voices of Israeli culture in this book link the past, present, and future, and
the music of local and global communities. Most of these interviews contain information about



other artists (including composers, painters, filmmakers, writers, and sculptors), musical
institutions, aesthetic influences, and the international framework in which Israeli art music has
played an ever increasing role. Numerous twentieth-century personages whom these
composers knew or found influential also appear, as do many significant historical events that
have left their mark on this momentous era. Thus the social, political, and historical contexts that
have helped to form these creative artists and their works are important dimensions
throughout.Issues of identity and nationalism are recurrent themes throughout this book, as they
have been during the past two centuries and in the emergence and development of modern
Israel. Jehoash Hirshberg has observed that British-mandate Palestine “presented a direct
continuation of the history of the European national schools with their inherent tension between
the vision of individuality and the urge to preserve links with mainstream world music.”25 Philip
Bohlman has written that “Israel has an enormous repertory of national music.”26 The
relationship between individual and communal imperatives has been a defining dialectic of
Israeli culture. In the decades surrounding Israel’s independence in 1948, when nationalistic
impulses were intensely felt and expressed, much publicly debated criticism concerned the
proper orientation and expression of the arts in the emerging nation. As in earlier and
contemporary efforts elsewhere to forge a national art music, the use of folk and religious music
was emphasized as a basis. But artists’ individual priorities and materials are not always
compatible with such collective aims, and many of the immigrant composers resisted the
pressures and polemics of that period.Each generation of Israeli composers has experienced
different degrees of nationalistic fervor and influence. In the current day, the stated interests of
many Israeli artists, like those elsewhere, have more to do with international developments than
with the expression of a regional or nationalistic aesthetic. Among those represented in this
book, the range of replies elicited to the question concerning what it means to be an Israeli
composer offers ample evidence of the dangers of oversimplifying such complex issues. While
evincing seemingly little interest in satisfying or perpetuating earlier notions of what Israeli music
should be, contemporary composers have nonetheless created and continually expanded a
body of literature that—as Josef Tal suggests in his interview—would not likely exist had the
composers not lived and worked in Israel.The culture of modern Israel in the broadest sense,
with its native sabras and immigrants from the world over, is an intricate fabric of national and
ethnic origins, languages and dialects, customs and traditions—a heterogeneous culture of
cultures. A corresponding wealth of genres and styles coexists in Israeli musical life, including
the classical music of Western and Middle Eastern traditions; musical genres associated with
Jewish, Islamic, and Christian religious observance; and popular, rock, jazz, and “cassette”
music.27The language of Western art music exists in a material, written form, whereas even the
most sophisticated and enduring music traditions of the non-Western world are orally
transmitted. The tradition and repertory of art music in Israel in this sense is clearly Western,
while its range of influences is extraordinarily diverse. Like the notational tradition of Western art
music, the revived ancient language of Hebrew has proven adaptable to life in the twentieth



century. So too has the development of contemporary art music in Israel, which, in reflecting the
myriad influences elsewhere evident in Israeli culture, can be viewed as an expression of
pluralism and unity.The sphere of reference for Israeli art-music composers is reflected in the
broad aesthetic palette of their works. Unlike their American and European counterparts, whose
works have increasingly reflected the influence of non-Western aesthetics and musical
traditions, composers in Israel do not view the East from afar.28 As inhabitants of the Middle
East, their sonic and cultural environment is a rich amalgam of influences from different times
and places. The admixture found in contemporary Israeli music combines the old and the new—
from the biblical cantillation of the synagogue and the modal and improvisational techniques of
the Arabic maqām and taqsīm, to the twelve-tone compositional method of Arnold Schoenberg
and his followers, to works employing electronic sound synthesis, digital processing, and
multimedia.29As in other cultures, the spectrum in contemporary Israeli art music includes
conservative and progressive stylistic tendencies, programmatic and absolute music, the
derivative and the iconoclastic. Classicism, romanticism, impressionism, serialism, and
structuralist experimentation commingle with speech-rhythms of Hebrew, “Oriental-gestalt” and
“mosaic” techniques of motivic organization.30 Much contemporary art music in Israel concerns
biblical subjects, Holocaust remembrance, or reflections of local landscape, historical events, or
the sounds of Jerusalem’s Old City. The choral tradition has played an important role in modern
Israel, particularly in connection with life in the communal kibbutzim, and the “unusual interest in
compositions for solo string instruments” has also been noted.31 In these and other genres of
Israeli music, in the abundant settings of biblical and modern secular Hebrew texts, as well as of
poetry in other languages (Yiddish, Ladino, English, Arabic), the human voice and its
instrumental extensions figure prominently.32 Certain instruments, including trumpet and harp,
appear to have favored status and symbolic value due to their association with biblical
passages. Others, including violin, clarinet, cello, double bass, and percussion, are often used to
evoke the klezmers, the musical ensembles born in the Eastern European shtetls.33A much
discussed element that has influenced the music of Israeli composers is the use of heterophonic
textures. This approach can be described as combining simultaneous variations of a melody,
rather than presenting these in the discrete succession typical of Western variation forms. While
heterophony is common in ensemble traditions of Eastern Europe and the Near and Far East, its
use in Western music is limited to jazz, experimental genres, and certain choral traditions.34
The prevalence of fiorature (It., “flowerings”), ornamental melodic figurations, may derive from
oriental musical traditions as well as from the influence of Hebrew cantillation.35 The awareness
of music by European and, to a lesser extent, American composers accounts for the presence in
some Israeli works of serialism and other techniques or approaches found in the contemporary
art music of these cultures.Though the extramusical inspirations and influences, as well as the
compositional techniques and materials, of Israeli art music have been discussed by various
writers, little emphasis has so far been given to analysis of individual works, and neither is it a
focus of this book. Such intentions and efforts have perhaps been complicated by the



telescoped stylistic development of Israeli art music, as well as by the diversity of approaches
and musical dialects coexisting within the works of each generation, even of individual
composers. In this book, musical analysis is limited to the discussion by composers of their own
works.36 Zecharia Plavin, a pianist and doctoral student at the Hebrew University, identified a
compositional feature that may characterize much Israeli art music: “It is interesting to note how
deeply rooted is our practice of beginning with an introduction. It would seem, that in a post-tonal
age, when harmonically based tensions are a thing of the past, introductions (designed to
prepare the musical happening based on tonality) should have become obsolete by now. Quite
to the contrary. In the works of many of our composers, introduction is indispensable. And
perhaps that’s a sign of our national character?”37The objective of this book is to introduce
readers to the world of contemporary Israeli music, and to illuminate its animating sources
through the creative artists of its past, present, and future. As Israel’s heterogeneous population
is rooted in multiple and diverse immigrant societies, its broad spectrum of cultural expression in
the arts defies facile or definitive reductions. Readers of these interviews will discern the extent
to which the interests, concerns, and sources of inspiration of Israeli composers are distinctly
colored by the time and place in which they live. The persistence of the arts in Israel, and
particularly the tradition of contemporary art music, reflects the powers of collective humanism
and of creative individual will that have formed the nation. The resonance of these voices of
Israeli culture, through performances and recordings, has the same potential as does all music:
to have meaning and to affect.There are many more active composers in Israel than are
presented here.38 Among them are some whose names appear throughout this book: Yehezkel
Braun (b. 1922, Germany; imm. 1924), Jacob Gilboa (b. 1920, Czechoslovakia; imm. from
Vienna 1938), André Hajdu (b. 1932, Hungary; imm. from France 1966), Mark Kopytman (b.
1929, Ukraine; imm. 1972), Yehoshua Lakner (b. 1924, Czechoslovakia; imm. 1941), Meir Mindel
(b. 1946, Russia; imm. 1958), Sergiu Natra (b. 1924, Romania; imm. 1961), Yizhak Sadai (b.
1935, Bulgaria; imm. 1949), León Schidlowsky (b. 1931, Chile; imm. 1969), Ruben Seroussi (b.
1959, Uruguay; imm. 1974), Noam Sheriff (b. 1935, Israel), Ron Weidberg (b. 1953, Israel), Joan
Franks Williams (b. 1930, Brooklyn, New York; imm. 1971), Moshe Zorman (b. 1952, Israel), and
Menachem Zur (b. 1942, Israel).39 The music of these and other Israeli composers is deserving
of greater attention, and it is hoped that this volume will stimulate further efforts in this direction.It
is the aim of this book to provide interviews in context so they can be situated in the broader
framework of contemporary Israeli culture. This objective has been addressed in several
different ways. The next section of this introduction presents a brief survey of musical
institutions, organizations, and ensembles that figure prominently in Israel and which are
important in the lives and careers of its several generations of composers. The final section
provides a different kind of survey, that of definitions, perceptions, and attitudes concerning
Jewish and Israeli music. The interviews that form the core of this volume are arranged in three
generational groups, each preceded by a brief essay. Each composer’s interview is preceded by
an introduction and followed by an update section. Each of these individual composer



introductions briefly describes the artist whose interview follows, noting significant professional
achievements occurring before 1986. The section that follows each interview brings the reader
up to date concerning each composer’s more recent activities and achievements. These
updates are of particular importance considering the many significant changes that have
occurred during the past decade, in Israel’s musical life generally, and in the lives of these
composers.40In several of the interviews, excerpts from specific works discussed by the
composer help to illustrate their remarks and permit a better sense of the music being
discussed. Some of these were works I heard performed prior to our meeting, while others were
provided by composers as representative examples during the interview. A brief appendix lists
several of the most important organizations that publish, promote, and distribute the music of
Israeli composers. The selected discography will enable interested readers to become better
acquainted with the music of these composers. Finally, a selected bibliography lists works
consulted in the preparation of this book.COMPOSING A MUSICAL CULTUREThe modern
Israeli cultural history of which the composers in this volume are a part resulted from individual
and collective efforts to compose a society through both the importation and invention of
traditions.41 Even while still under Ottoman rule, Jewish immigrants to Palestine from Eastern
and Central Europe established schools, ensembles, organizations, and other institutions.42
Though not all have survived, many of Israel’s important musical institutions were established
long before independence in 1948. Those central to the development of a modern musical
culture in Israel include organizations in the areas of publishing, licensing and copyright,
broadcasting and recording, promotion and dissemination, and research and education. These
organizations, which play an important role in the lives of Israeli composers, are frequently cited
throughout this book. In 1936 all of the following came into existence: the Society of Authors,
Composers, and Music Publishers (ACUM),43 the Palestine Orchestra (conducted in its
inaugural performances by Arturo Toscanini, and later renamed the Israel Philharmonic
Orchestra), the World Centre for Jewish Music in Palestine, and the Palestine Broadcasting
Service (later the Israel Broadcasting Authority, also known as Kol Israel—the “Voice of
Israel”),44 which developed its own chorus and orchestra (the Kol Israel Orchestra was renamed
the Jerusalem Symphony Orchestra).45The Israel Composers’ League (ICL), founded in 1953,
is devoted to the promotion of contemporary Israeli music and serves as the Israel section of the
International Society for Contemporary Music (ISCM). In addition to publishing a catalog of
members’ works, commissions, and performances, the ICL also organizes programs of Israeli
contemporary music. According to composer Benjamin Bar-Am, the League also contributed to
the creation of other organizations, such as the Israel Music Institute and the Israel Music
Information Centre, which share its aim.46 In 1993 the ICL announced the creation of its own
publishing house, the Israeli Music Center (IMC), established to produce and distribute camera-
ready scores by its members “upon demand and payment in advance” and “without applying any
artistic criteria to the repertoire.”47Founded in 1961, the Israel Music Institute (IMI) publishes
music by Israeli composers and a quarterly newsletter detailing their professional activities and



achievements.48 The IMI is jointly housed with the Israel Music Information Centre (IMIC),
founded in 1968, which serves as a repository of scores and recordings and supplies
information to music reference publications and individuals.49 Israeli Music Publications (IMP),
founded by Peter Gradenwitz in 1949, publishes books and scores, and distributes recordings
through its affiliated Jerusalem Records.50 Other music publishers include Or-Tav, Israel Brass-
Woodwind Publications, and Merkaz LeTarbut (MLT), the cultural center of the General
Federation of Labor.51 While undeniably important to the careers of composers, publishing has
also served as a substitute for performances and recordings of Israeli music.52 Many Israeli
composers continue to feel that there are inadequate opportunities to have their works heard in
their own country. Those who have visited European cultural centers are dismayed by the
conditions they are familiar with at home compared with those they find, for example, in
Germany, France, or Italy.Commercial recordings of music by Israeli composers have been
produced periodically under various auspices, but generally they lag far behind music
publications. In 1982 the Music in Israel (MII) Association was established by the Ministry of
Education and Culture, Israel Broadcasting Authority (IBA), Jerusalem Music Centre, ACUM,
and the Tel Aviv Foundation for Literature and the Arts. The MII and the IMI have jointly produced
recordings of Israeli music.53 The recently established IMC, affiliated with the ICL, has initiated
a number of recording projects, including anthologies of Israeli piano music and art songs.
Recordings of contemporary Israeli music have also been issued by American and European
labels.A variety of awards, prizes, competitions, fellowships, and commissions have helped
advance the careers and encourage the work of Israeli composers. Some of these resources
have come and gone, while others that have existed over long periods of time have only
sporadically made such contributions. The most prestigious and most rarely granted is the Israel
Prize, awarded for outstanding achievements in different fields. Israeli art-music composers who
have received this award are Oedoen Partos, Paul Ben-Haim, Menahem Avidom, Mordecai
Seter, Josef Tal, and Arik Shapira, of whom the latter three are represented in this volume.54
The Prime Minister’s Prize for Composers, intended to support creative work for a year, was
established by the Ministry of Education and Culture in 1983.55 Six of the composers included
in this volume have received this prestigious award: Arik Shapira (1986), Abel Ehrlich (1989),
Yinam Leef (1993), Haim Permont and Oded Zehavi (1995), and Ari Ben-Shabetai (1996). In
1994, Shapira was the first art-music composer in nearly a quarter century to receive the Israel
Prize. Other awards include the Lieberson Prize, ACUM prizes, the Yoel Engel Prize given by the
Tel Aviv municipality, and the Marc Lavry Award given by the Haifa municipality. The late Recha
Freier was the force behind the Israel Composers’ Fund and the Testimonium commissions.56
Other commissions have been given by private individuals (including Chicago patrons Fanny
and Max Targ), various music ensembles, and such organizations as the National Council of
Culture and Arts, the Israel Writers and Artists Club, the IMI, and the America-Israel Cultural
Foundation. In addition, new Israeli works are invited, by competition or commission, for the
annual Israel Festival, the Zimriya World Assembly of Choirs, and the International Harp



Contest.57Perhaps the most important sources of commissions and performance opportunities
for music by Israeli composers have been the ensembles, conductors, and soloists who have
demonstrated their commitment to the creation and promotion of new Israeli music. The
Batsheva, Bat-Dor, and Inbal dance companies have commissioned and performed many
contemporary Israeli works. Two renowned choirs, the Cameran Singers and the National Choir
Rinat, have performed and recorded many Israeli works, and their dissolution in the early 1990s
is a profound loss.58 Chamber ensembles that regularly perform contemporary Israeli works are
the Israel Sinfonietta Beer Sheva, the Kibbutz Chamber Orchestra, the Ramat Gan Chamber
Orchestra, Musica Nova, and Music Now.59 In its first three years, the Israel Chamber
Ensemble, led by Gary Bertini, premiered twenty-three new works by Israeli composers, many of
which were repeated on tour abroad. Established in 1965 with the “declared intention” of
performing Israeli music, this ensemble, since renamed the Israel Chamber Orchestra, has
shown, according to Gideon Lefen, an “almost complete lack of interest in Israeli art
music.”60Symphony orchestras that perform Israeli compositions include the Jerusalem
Symphony Orchestra, the Haifa Symphony Orchestra, and the Rishon LeZion Symphony
Orchestra.61 According to Yaacov Mishori, writing in 1991, the Israel Philharmonic Orchestra
(IPO) had performed 220 works by 51 Israeli composers.62 The IPO has nonetheless been
criticized for devoting too little attention to this repertoire.63 On its fiftieth-anniversary tour in
1986, the IPO performed only one Israeli work, To the Chief Musician, by Paul Ben-Haim.64 On
subsequent tours, the IPO has performed Josef Tal’s Second Symphony and Ari Ben-Shabetai’s
Sinfonia Chromatica.65 In 1993 two Israeli orchestras created composer-in-residence positions.
The New Israeli Opera, established in 1986, has since announced a competition designed to
promote the composition of new Israeli works in this medium.66Many factors support the
perception that contemporary music in Israel has continued to intensify in activity and to
broaden both its audience and base of support since these interviews were conducted. There
has been a noticeable increase in the frequency with which works by Israeli composers are
being performed, broadcast, and recorded. New scores and recordings of works by Israeli
composers of all generations have been issued in recent years, and many more are forthcoming.
In view of the geographic and demographic dimensions of the state of Israel, the activities and
accomplishments of its many composers give evidence of a vital musical culture in
progress.DEFINITIONS, PERCEPTIONS, AND ATTITUDESThe terms “Israeli composer” and
“Israeli music” have both engendered a broad range of conceptualizations, as is evident in the
remarks of the twenty composers whose interviews follow this introduction, as well as those
encountered in the related literature. The terms “Jewish composer” and “Jewish music” are
equally problematic and inseparable from the ongoing debate concerning who is considered a
Jew.67 Even in the well-known figure of Ernest Bloch (1860–1959), a composer whose Sacred
Service, Three Jewish Poems, and Schelomo have caused him to be strongly associated with
Jewish music, one readily sees the attendant difficulties. Eric Salzman, an American composer
and historian of twentieth-century music, has suggested that “in spite of the fact that Bloch wrote



an ‘epic rhapsody’ for chorus and orchestra, America (1926), employing American folk songs,
hymns, and even jazz, he can hardly be considered an American composer, and indeed, in spite
of his well-known works on Hebrew motifs, he cannot be accurately or meaningfully classified as
a Jewish composer.”68The fervent nationalism that has motivated Israel since the prestate
period has fueled ongoing efforts to identify and define the nature of all things Israeli. Numerous
attempts have been made to describe both Jewish and Israeli music, though many Israeli
composers regard such efforts as largely unnecessary distractions. Conflicting views concerning
the identity of Jewish, Israeli, and “Hebrew” music have also surfaced in music criticism and
journals. Appearing briefly in the 1930s, Halel promoted the views of Mordecai Sandberg, a
composer who championed microtonality and insisted that “Hebrew music can be created only
in the Land of Israel.”69 In contrast, Musica Hebraica, issued by the World Centre for Jewish
Music in Palestine in 1938, was intended to provide “a forum from which many philosophies of
Jewish music could be presented and argued.”70At least one of the difficulties of achieving such
a definition is the broad diversity of styles and genres that are a part of Israeli music. Notes Philip
Bohlman: “Historical musicologists already speak of ‘schools’ of Israeli composition (e.g., the
Eastern Mediterranean School), ethnomusicologists analyze and computerize Israeli folk song
(e.g., Cohen and Katz 1977), and popular-music scholars speculate why no other ‘European’
country wins the annual Eurovision Song Contest as frequently as Israel. That a national music
is extraordinarily important to Israel almost goes without saying. But, in fact, one pauses before
saying it, because it would be impossible to say exactly what Israeli music is.”71Bohlman and
Mark Slobin have summarized three perspectives concerning Jewish music that are prevalent in
the Jewish community and in Israeli society. One view holds that “the essence of Jewish music
is an ancient melos embedded in both language and religion.”72 Another view rejects the
possibility of identifying “canons of Jewish or Israeli music” because of the influence of other
cultures “with which Jewish communities were historically in contact.”73 Finally, the role of such
“external influence” in shaping Jewish and Israeli music has given rise to two related
perspectives: to “pluralistic interpretations,” which tend to be “inclusive” rather than “exclusive,”
and to “the notion of Israeli music at a crossroads between East and West, where ‘Oriental’ and
‘Occidental’ music come into intense contact with each other.”74 The latter conception is indeed
a central theme of Israeli society and culture, encountered frequently both in writing and in
conversation. All three of these perspectives are reflected, in a variety of ways, in the written and
oral sources surveyed below.Historically, the existence of a Jewish music was denied in some
circles, even among assimilated Jews.75 Kurt List rejected the presence of specific
characteristics, but agreed that art reflects the experience of the individual in society: “To me
there are no textual criteria, no snatches of melody or harmony that contribute to a body of
Jewish music. For Jewish music as a successful historical and logical compound is non-existent.
If there is anything that deserves the name of Jewish music it is a cultural attitude, partly an
historical residue and partly the result of a specific situation in which the Jewish composer found
and finds himself since his western emancipation began.”76 The Romanian-immigrant



composer A. U. Boskovitch defined Jewish music as “the expression of the Jewish spirit and
mentality in sound.”77In his 1951 book Die Musik Israels, the Czech-immigrant composer, writer,
librettist, and dramaturge Max Brod (1894–1968) expressed a pluralistic view of Jewish music:
“Any music composed by a Jew may be classified as Jewish. But if we attempt to find a more
precise definition, we would have to say that only such music can be called Jewish as shows a
specifically Jewish character, or, better, specifically Jewish attributes; for it cannot be maintained
that there is but one type of Jewish music or that it is possible to discern one common archetype
behind the various shapes and forms.”78 Brod described Israeli music as a cultural unity rooted
in the diverse sources of its immigrant ethnic groups: “From every corner, very different stones
are brought in, stones which today constitute the structure of our music.”79Writers in the area of
Jewish music have increasingly emphasized the characteristics of diversity, multiplicity, and
change. Mark Slobin, who notes the need to speak of Jewish “musics” in the plural, observes
“how hard it is to work on the music of an extraordinarily mobile, widely-dispersed and frequently
persecuted ‘people’ who cannot easily be defined by ‘homeland,’ ‘race,’ ‘ethnicity,’ ‘nationality,’ or
‘religion.’”80 Kay Kaufman Shelemay remarks that “Jewish music, like all topics having to do with
Jewish history and culture, is virtually without boundaries in time or space.” However, the “strong
personal commitment” of scholars studying this tradition, and their desire “to establish beyond
all doubt its authenticity and antiquity,” according to Shelemay, has led to a “mythology of a
Jewish music tradition made of whole cloth, rather than the patchwork one actually
encounters.”81 Though she regards the diversity that characterizes Jewish music to be “the
hallmark of a powerful and vital cultural tradition,” Shelemay notes that such a pluralistic
conception is viewed by some as a “pessimistic or even negative view of the subject.”82The
persistent will to define Jewish and Israeli music has prompted two related studies, conducted
nearly a half-century apart, that surveyed the perceptions held by Israelis themselves. In the late
1930s the Palestine Broadcasting Service tried to determine whether its listeners could
distinguish Jewish from non-Jewish compositions, with interesting results: the musical example
thought to possess the most “Jewish” quality, according to Amnon Shiloah, was the “Drunkard
Song” from Moussorgsky’s Boris Goudonov. By contrast, a Hasidic dance composition by
Russian-Jewish composer Joseph Achron (1886–1943) “did not do very well in the poll.”83 The
more recent study, conducted in Jerusalem in 1976 by Jehoash Hirshberg, suggested that
Israelis do have at least “a vague conception of what Israeli music is, or is expected to be.”84
While the subjects in this study were generally able to distinguish Israeli and non-Israeli works,
they tended to identify those having “strong Jewish character” as Israeli, regardless of their
actual origin.85A national musical style, according to Artur Holde, is the product of many
individuals, “to some extent unified by common emotional experiences and common, or related,
attitudes toward life, all of which go into a basic style and its form.”86 In decades past, such
nationalistic sentiments encouraged the creation of a characteristic musical language, which,
like Hebrew, could help to identify, unify, and represent the new nation. Much of this music is
associated with the “Eastern Mediterranean” style that came to represent the emerging nation



beginning in the 1930s.87 According to composer and music critic Yohanan Boehm (b. 1914,
Germany; imm. 1936; d. 1986), its sources of inspiration included Jewish history, biblical figures,
and elements related to local geography.88 The pivotal figure identified with this movement, and
the composer whose works are best known outside of Israel, is Paul Ben-Haim, “the first
European immigrant composer who set forth in new directions to constitute a style uniquely
Israeli.”89 Profoundly influential through the next two decades, the Eastern Mediterranean
movement waned in the decades immediately following Israel’s independence, as an
increasingly heterogeneous and international musical culture developed. The steadily increasing
diversity of medium, style, and aesthetic has further challenged narrower definitions of Jewish or
Israeli music.A wide range of contemporary attitudes prevails among Israelis concerning these
distinctions. The views expressed by several Israeli and American composers during the 1978
World Congress on Jewish Music parallel much of the existing literature. The American
composer Robert Starer remarked: “There are many facile ways to answer the question of the
Jewish content in my music, the shortest and most obvious being: since I am Jewish, my music
is.”90 In contrast, Moshe Cotel argued that “if there is such a thing as Jewish music, you don’t
have to be Jewish to write it, because Jewish tradition is not parochial, it is universal.”91 First-
generation composer Josef Tal answered the question regarding Jewish content in his music
with another question: “Where do we draw the line between Jewish and Israeli?” He also
remarked: “I have the suspicion that this question about the Jewishness in my music belongs to
the frame of mind of a Jew breathing the air of the Diaspora and desperately seeking an identity.
Being a healthy Israeli composer, I do not suffer from paranoia. I believe that this question will
disappear entirely, provided that the generations to come in Israel will stop making the State of
Israel an extension of the Diaspora.”92Another perspective concerning the issue of identity as it
applies to Israeli arts and artists was articulated at the 1978 World Congress by second-
generation composer Tzvi Avni:I think it is quite natural for us to look for our identity as people
who live here, also in our music, by using elements which we think belong to us. We cannot
forget, I think, that we live in a country whose parliament has for years debated the topic Who is
a Jew? I think that as somebody has already said here, for Hitler it was quite clear who is a Jew.
For us it is sometimes not so clear. And if we are looking for identity, I think it quite natural that we
should do so also in our music. It can be done and is being done in various ways. And I fully
agree with my friend Schidlowsky that the very fact that we are here, that we are living in these
circumstances, moulds us into something which I think is different from anywhere else and I feel
that there is something in common in a graphic piece by León Schidlowsky and a very richly
melismatic piece by Oedoen Partos or a piece based on some traditional elements from the
cantillations by Orgad. I find that there are things which are common to all those various
manifestations.93Much of the diversity of today’s Israeli music reflects contact with other
societies, and this may also account for the comparable range of attitudes concerning Jewish
and Israeli music. Elie Yarden has suggested that the only way for a young Israeli musician to
discover his or her own artistic identity “is to leave and find a creative relationship to his land



from the outside.”94 Generally, Israeli composers have either been raised in Israel and received
their most advanced musical training elsewhere, or they have immigrated to Israel from their
countries of origin following their training. This diversity of experience has contributed to the
broad spectrum of compositional aesthetics and approaches found in Israel. Few American
immigrant composers are active in Israel, and as a group they appear to hold a lower status than
those of the longer-established immigrant communities.95 Different values are also attributed to
the Eastern and Central European composers of Israeli music. Zvi Keren’s study of stylistic
influences and sources of Israeli music makes such a distinction between Eastern and Central
European immigrant composers, based on the “divergent” response of these communities to
“the general upsurge of nationalistic feeling in Europe” in the late nineteenth century.
Consequently, he finds different levels of “Jewish spirit” in the music of these two
groups.96Michal Smoira-Cohn recently surveyed the views of some younger composers whose
remarks indicate their unique historical position in Israel’s cultural evolution. Yinam Leef offered a
perspective that may reflect the views of many of his peers:Until recently I firmly believed that I
belonged to the generation of Israeli composers who could find a synthesis between local and
universal elements. This may still hold, but I am much less preoccupied by the issue nowadays. I
think the Jewishness or Israeliness of my music is relevant in so far as I am a Jew and an Israeli
and relate to those values. More specifically, there are certain technical devices that I have used,
devices which perhaps have their origin in what I believed then to be either Jewish or Israeli (or
more precisely, “Mediterranean”), but over the past few years have been gradually refined and
now I consider them my own. As such I can use them or not, according to the specific
requirements of a piece. I do not feel the burden of musically representing a culture or being
nationally identified. But at the same time I may feel closer to certain musical values, sonorities,
and so on, which could disclose their origin. I must add that there are times when I have to break
away from those elements, and to wander around and keep searching for something unfamiliar,
which could in turn become my own. For that matter, I do not exclude the possibility of being
drawn to other cultures as well.97Concerning the impact of personal experience and indigenous
musical influences on his creative work, Oded Zehavi, the youngest composer included in this
volume, remarked: “These experiences, as well as feelings and knowledge, are of course tied to
the complicated reality into which I was born and in which I live.”98 Providing specific examples
of such personal and musical influences, Zehavi stated:I can say almost without doubt that my
service in the army, my struggles to remain sensitive after taking part in a war, and being a
member of a society that relies on strength to survive and cannot afford to fail, in certain ways
shaped my “creative tools.” Furthermore, I am a native of Jerusalem and, acoustically, the air of
this city is full of sounds for me: Oriental sounds, the sounds from the Sephardic synagogues,
Eastern European music—these are not exotic, they are not to be cited and analyzed as
“sources,” they are part of my very being.99When asked what it meant to be an Israeli composer,
the composers interviewed in this volume provided responses revealing a broad range of
attitudes. Noa Guy (b. 1949) discovered as a young adult that the songs she learned in her



childhood and assumed to be Israeli were as Russian as the wave of émigrés that brought her
own ancestors to nineteenth-century Palestine. Though she is a seventh-generation Israeli, Guy
sees herself as a Jewish rather than an Israeli composer.Tzvi Avni has described the bond he
perceives to be shared by most composers living and working in Israel:With all the dissimilarity
between Israeli composers, there is nevertheless a common base which characterizes the
majority: an inclination toward personal involvement, both individual and artistic, in everything to
do with the time and place in question, as well as an ongoing search for what is implied by the
concept of a “contemporary Israeli composer.” In practical terms this is expressed by one
composer in the form of “committed” music which relates directly to political or social events, by
another in a wide-ranging use of musical motifs inspired by tradition and folklore—even if the
adaptation removes the material far from its source—and by a third, in intellectual motivation
based on biblical or historical themes. Of course, some composers reveal a capacity for all these
elements together. The Holocaust is a subject no Jewish composer can ignore. A number of
Israeli composers have found the spirit and courage to confront its magnitude.100Peter
Gradenwitz has claimed that music composed in Israel is “indivisible from the creative efforts of
its builders in all the spheres of civilization and culture.” He acknowledges a diversity that allows
for both conservative and progressive works, as well as those that do and do not happen to
sound “Israeli.”101 Although traditionally and increasingly eclectic, the environment of
contemporary Israeli music is still somewhat more conducive to conservative rather than to
experimental aesthetics. Orthodox Judaism considers those without children to be dead.
Though only a small fraction of Israelis are strictly religious, certain themes pervade Jewish and
Israeli consciousness—remembering the past, preserving traditions, and ensuring survival of its
people. Even for secular Israeli Jews, these concerns show the priority accorded continuity of
culture, and they may contribute to the persistence of conventional tendencies among some of
the youngest Israeli composers.It may be futile or premature to argue the validity of a genre of
musical artifacts that might generally be understood as Israeli. In the postnationalistic stage of
Israel’s developing culture, the increasingly diverse spectrum of musical composition reflects not
only the personal and immediate, but also global influences and interests. In this rapidly
developing and complex modern society, with a continuously active musical life at the start of its
second century, the personal and professional perspectives of contemporary Israeli composers
may tell us much about Israel, about music, and about life in the twentieth century and
beyond.ITHE FIRST GENERATIONROOTS AND BRANCHESThe roots of Israel’s
contemporary art-music culture may be traced most directly to the immigrant communities that
arrived from Eastern and Central Europe between the two world wars. Eastern European settlers
came to British-mandate Palestine in the 1920s from countries where “Hebrew cantillation,
ghetto folksong and Slavic folklore had combined to create a specific Jewish style.”1 These
materials were used by composers associated with the Society for Jewish Folk Music, founded
in St. Petersburg, Russia, in 1908, many of whom went to Palestine or the United States.2
Though it was due to Eastern European immigrant composers in Palestine that “a regular and



continuous creative activity commenced in the 1920s in the realm of folk song,”3 it was the aliyah
germanit—the wave of German-speaking Central European immigrants arriving between 1933
and 1939—that was primarily responsible for establishing Israel’s cultural and political
institutions. As Arieh Sachs has stated: “While musicians of Eastern-European extraction sowed
the seeds of the Israeli music to come, it was the composers from Germany who caused them to
germinate.”4 These roots, established by European immigrant musicians, gave rise to a broad
spectrum of folk, religious, popular, and art-music traditions.These two European immigrant
cultures were locked in conflict during the 1930s. Whereas Yiddish folk song was the
established tradition of the Eastern Europeans, absolute music was the focus of their Central
European counterparts.5 Despite their differences, these two groups of composers shared many
common experiences. According to Jehoash Hirshberg, the Eastern European composers in
Palestine had “apprenticed mostly in Germany and in France” and were therefore already
acquainted with the influences that would soon become a dominant force in the musical life of
the emerging nation.6 All of the immigrant composers faced the same social pressure to create
“a set of unifying cultural symbols” that would on the one hand be “oriented to the past”
sufficiently to serve “the vision of the return to and resettlement” of the biblical Eretz Israel, and
would on the other hand respond to the “drive to build a new, better society.”7 Tzvi Avni notes
that most of the “founding generation” composers were younger than forty years old when they
arrived from Europe. All of these immigrants knew “the experience of being uprooted and
readjusting to a new country in the throes of seeking its own cultural, social and national identity,
a process which was bound to exert a long-term effect on their artistic activity.”8 Most of those
regarded today as first-generation Israeli composers were either raised or educated in German-
speaking regions of Central Europe.Although Eastern European immigrant composers were
soon eclipsed by their Central European counterparts, the musical traditions of the former group
continued to influence the development of Israeli music. According to Amnon Shiloah, some
critics charged that the use of such Eastern European songs “as a mark of national
distinctiveness” symbolized the Diaspora, insisting that “the new national style” should be based
on the regional music.9 Composer Tzvi Avni notes that folklore was, at this time, “an integral
concern” that influenced the creative style of many composers. The debka, the hora, and other
traditional Israeli dances developed during the 1940s and 1950s exerted a dominant influence
on the art music by Eastern Mediterranean composers Paul Ben-Haim, Marc Lavry, and
Menahem Avidom.10 Most immigrant composers working with oriental materials discovered
these largely through A. Z. Idelsohn’s Thesaurus or through musicians such as the Yemenite-
Jewish singer Bracha Zephira.11The appeal of Yemenite and Sephardic musical sources and
styles has been linked to perceptions of their historical authenticity, and specifically to presumed
affinities with ancient Jewish religious music.12 These oriental styles evoked the visionary East,
and the “highly acclaimed” Yemenite singing, according to Shiloah, “has come to symbolize the
magical, genuine, and exotic Orient, perhaps representing the ‘other.’”13 Cyclic aesthetic
theories that predicted the inexorable return from modernism to ancient traditions only increased



the allure of such resources.14 Bracha Zephira popularized these materials and promoted their
many new arrangements by immigrant composers with whom she collaborated. But as she was
perceived to have strayed from authentic sources and performance practices, her great
popularity was tempered by public criticism.15 Years later, Zephira acknowledged that despite
the “respect and love” with which these immigrant composers approached the traditional songs,
the result was nonetheless “Western music endowed with a whiff of Oriental
exoticism.”16Despite the importance of Jewish melodies and subjects as a basis for the Eastern
Mediterranean composers, the orientation of these immigrants, unlike their Eastern European
predecessors, was essentially secular. These composers were not Zionists, nor were they
“sensitive to the aesthetic vocabulary” of the Jewish folk music developed by their Eastern
European counterparts.17 As Alexander Ringer has observed, “Their compositions were in no
way specifically religious, let alone liturgically conceived.”18 Largely a tradition of the Central
European immigrant community, contemporary Israeli art music owes more to the spirit of Israeli
nationalism than to a nationalism of Jewish spirituality. As Ringer notes:The attitudes of Israeli
composers, both old and young, reflect the conviction shared by the majority of their countrymen
that Judaism represents in essence more of a civilization than a religion, since it has always
dealt with the totality of social existence, not excluding aspects associated elsewhere with
secular culture. Thus, the fact that few Israeli composers would admit to being religious in the
traditional sense is by no means irreconcilable with their dedication to the monumental concepts
of the Old Testament and the spiritual wisdom of post-biblical literature, or, for that matter, their
fascination with musical motifs and procedures that survived the ages exclusively through prayer
and scriptural cantillation. Nothing is more symptomatic of the very special cultural climate of
modern Israel than this unique interpenetration of religious, socio-political, and artistic
values.19One of the two principal artistic problems faced by immigrant composers who came to
Palestine in the 1930s, according to Hirshberg, was an aesthetic conflict between conservative
and progressive tendencies. In this context, the dodecaphonic compositional approach of Stefan
Wolpe, a pupil of Anton Webern, was rejected by those seeking an amalgamated Jewish-
oriental style. To some, Wolpe’s adherence to the twelve-tone method of composition associated
with the Second Vienna School could be viewed as “betraying one’s historical mission.”20 The
other problem was attempting to develop a musical style based on the ideological premise “of
expressing the optimistic, new spirit of Jewish society in Palestine and reflecting the impression
of the new landscapes, climate, and everyday atmosphere in the new country.”21 Facing these
conflicts and pressures was a diverse group of individuals who had not previously known one
another, whose personal and professional backgrounds were extremely diverse, and who
acknowledged no single spokesperson.22The conflicts between Eastern and Central European
perspectives, and between conservative and progressive tendencies, were not unique to
composers. All those who immigrated to Palestine to create a new society faced a still broader
challenge: “On the one hand, it would have to be solidly based within Jewish traditions and
Hebrew language; on the other, it would have to relate to a universal context.”23 Still new



problems and challenges resulted from the “almost total isolation from outside influences”
caused by World War II, which began shortly after the largest group of Central European
immigrant composers arrived.24Through the 1930s and 1940s, the response of local critics and
journalists to each premiere was based, aesthetically and politically, on the extent to which new
works were felt to satisfy the still unclear goals of the new style. While composers responded
differently to these challenges, they recognized both “a certain communal and national
responsibility” and the mandate to fulfill a “historical mission of creating something new, which
would express and suit the reality of life in a young, active and restless society, full of conflicts,
desires and ideals.”25The German-immigrant composer Erich Walter Sternberg (1891–1974)
clearly sought to achieve this in his own way, or so it would seem from the titles and texts chosen
for his compositions following his immigration to British-mandate Palestine in 1931.
Nonetheless, he was criticized for composing insufficiently nationalistic music. Sternberg’s
struggle for artistic freedom in this polemically-charged climate led him to publish a justification
of his orchestral variations, The Twelve Tribes of Israel, which warned that “all our efforts in the
direction of creating a Jewish national music are foredoomed to failure so long as there exists no
possibility of a mutual musical approach on the part of composer and public—no common
ground where both sides can meet.” Noting the difficulty of satisfying the heterogeneous
“musical tastes and standards” of his audience, Sternberg proposed that “Under these
circumstances, so it seems to me, a composer has only one course to follow: to care nought for
what is expected of him, be it Palestinian folklore, or synagogal music, or pieces in the Russian
manner, but to go his own way, to speak his own tongue according to the dictates of his
muse.”26 Though initially the subject of severe criticism by some writers at its premiere in 1942,
The Twelve Tribes of Israel, Sternberg’s compositional “declaration of independence,” celebrated
the independent state of Israel in a live-broadcast performance on May 15, 1948.27Philip
Bohlman notes that while the Central European immigrant composers encountered “very
pointed nationalistic demands to which immediate response was expected,” their varied
responses promoted a broader aesthetic framework than was previously accepted: “It was,
perhaps, the most important quality of this contribution that it could tolerate and then foster
diversity, instead of clinging to shaky notions of which music was or was not Israeli.”28Even
before Israel’s War of Independence in 1948, the desire for a nationalistic music was a potent
influence. The advent of statehood reinforced growing societal pressures to compose a culture
unique to the time and place of modern Israel. According to Don Harrán, statehood “not only
gave the composers the national identity they fervently sought, imbuing them with a new sense
of responsibility and artistic conviction, but also led them deeper into the past in search of the
roots of Jewish associations with Zion.”29 The new state, with its challenges and opportunities,
monopolized the consciousness of its rapidly growing citizenry. Unification of the culturally and
ethnically diverse population was the overriding social objective, and music played an important
role. Zvi Keren contends that most Israeli composers “have felt obliged to take some sort of
definite stand with regard to what may be called an Israeli style in art music,” one inextricably



bound to the idea of synthesis between Western and Eastern musical elements.30In this time
and place, the objective of developing a unified musical language was inevitable and resulted
from internalized pressures felt by individual composers as well as those imposed by audiences
and critics. Though diversity has been the hallmark of music composed by European immigrants
and by native Israelis, the Eastern Mediterranean style, which flourished in the 1930s and
1940s, has received the most attention in Israel and abroad. An important focus of this repertory
was on indigenous (Arabic and Jewish, religious and folkloristic) musical materials and
influences of the region, combined with Western compositional methods. As such, the Eastern
Mediterranean movement paralleled the contemporary efforts of American composers—Aaron
Copland, Roy Harris, and others—who promulgated a musical expression of American identity
through similar means. In addition to this affinity with the “American Wave” and with
contemporary European musical expressions of nationalistic neoclassicism, with their emphasis
upon folklore and borrowed melodies, there occurred also a predisposition, beginning around
1948, toward “forms, linearity and archaism of pre-classical music,” specifically those associated
with the Renaissance.31 As Bohlman observes, “Fundamental to the aesthetic problem faced by
the immigrants of the 1930s was how composers could isolate something specifically Eastern
Mediterranean and Jewish and then express these qualities in their music.”32Despite the
environment of a rapidly increasing process of urbanization, the character of the Eastern
Mediterranean style was distinctly rural, evoking a pastoral atmosphere through instrumentation,
especially in the use of oboe, clarinet, flute, and tambourine. Among the primary sources of this
characteristic was the music of French impressionism, a repertory significantly affected by the
imported art of Japan and the music of Indonesia. In addition to underscoring programmatic
aspects, the elements of folklore, pastoral evocations, and dance “represented musical
Zionism,” according to Avni.33 As he explains, all of Israel’s early creative arts reflected similar
influences:This blend of Western European background with elements of the East infused with a
distinct touch of the exotic, this idealization of rural life, this search for ancient cultural roots
coupled with a desire to revive them by integrating them into everyday cultural life, in the same
way that the revived Hebrew language was integrating itself so impressively into the dynamics of
Israel’s reality—these were the starting points for artists who lived and created in this country.
What writers like Hazaz, Ashman, Bourla and Shlonsky expressed in literature and poetry, and
painters like Rubin, Mokady, Ardon and Castel expressed in art, was echoed in music by
composers such as Ben-Haim, Boscovich, Avidom, Lavry and Salmon, among
others.34Recalling that these qualities left the impression that Eastern Mediterranean
composers “nourished us on music which was no longer truly European,” Nathan Mishori
described the environmental influences that were reflected in their works:The brightness and
warmth of our sunshine seemed to erase the fine chromatic shades of European harmony and
melodic lines. Recitative and dance-like snatches of Hebrew songs and of some ethnic and
liturgical Jewish materials, as well as original melodic inventions in the style of the above-
mentioned, replaced the European motives. These and their arrangements, variations and



elaborations in quite lucid and homophonic structures, seemed successful in conveying the
scenic atmosphere of the country, and in reflecting the emotional attitudes of the
people.35Alexander Ringer suggests that the rural emphasis of the Eastern Mediterranean
idiom reflected an alienation from the past shared by its adherents:As if to seal their conscious
rejection of an urban, for the most part German, past, the members of the “Mediterranean
School” turned to French, post-impressionist methods of composition. Their melodies reflected
the modality of the prevailing folk idiom, and the harmonic style relied a good deal on parallel
motion of perfect intervals, as well as combinations of fourth chords. Rhythmic patterns were
often derived from Arabic dance and the modern Palestinian Hora, while texts and descriptive
titles drew heavily upon the lyrical poetry of the Psalms. Freed of the tensions that had beset
diaspora Jewry for centuries, the Mediterranean School turned to David, the “Sweet Psalmist of
Israel” (to quote the title of one of Ben-Haim’s best-known compositions), the shepherd-
musician turned king, who danced in ecstasy before the Holy Ark, as its guiding
spirit.36Debussy’s absorption of Asian and Spanish musical characteristics, his excavations of
musical antiquity, and his rejection of Wagner and Germanic culture naturally exerted a magnetic
appeal for the immigrant composers who fled from Nazism. Freed from contrapuntal obligations,
the melodic line found an environment in which “recitative in the style of biblical cantillation”
would replace the learned style of German polyphony.37 The influence of French impressionism
on immigrant composers paralleled the experience of immigrant artists at Jerusalem’s Bezalel
School for Arts and Crafts, who were attracted to “the new stimuli offered by the École de
Paris.”38 Many characteristics of musical impressionism—modality and diatonicism, quartal
harmony, asymmetry of phrase and meter, intervallic and chordal parallelism—became defining
traits in the music of Ben-Haim and other Eastern Mediterranean composers.39 Moreover, some
composers perceived a close affinity between the exoticisms of French impressionism and the
modal, monophonic, and heterophonic elements they observed in the traditional music of the
Middle East.40 Indeed, in their adoption of French impressionism, itself an amalgamation of
diverse regional and global inspirations and influences, these mostly German immigrant
composers imported to the region traits that in some cases had previously traveled from Spain
to France. Elaine Brody has observed that, among various “exotic” influences that inspired
composers and other artists of fin de siècle France, Spain was viewed as part of their broader
conception of the “oriental” world, which implied “the Near East and North Africa as well as the
Far East, Russia and Spain.”41 This perspective, suggests Brody, may be attributable to the
influences of past Arab presence in Spain.Consideration of the Eastern Mediterranean style is
inseparable from the concept of “East-West synthesis.” Robert Starer recalls that the musical
education he received in British-mandate Jerusalem exposed him to Schoenberg and Béla
Bartók, to strict counterpoint and biblical cantillation, to the Arabic scale system, and to
performance practice on the oud, a lute common in Arabic musical traditions.42 Writing in 1961,
Herbert Fromm stated: “If a national style is what the Israeli composers are striving for, a
synthesis between East and West presents itself as the central problem.”43 Fromm described



the Eastern Mediterranean style as a mediating force between the conflicting aesthetic
orientations of the Eastern and Central European immigrant composers, and a link between
East and West.Peter Gradenwitz recalls that the early attempts at East-West synthesis by Israeli
composers began with primitive imitations of oriental ensembles, leading to more sophisticated
evocations of oriental vocal or instrumental performance practice.44 Many composers, including
those not associated with the Eastern Mediterranean school, explored to a greater or lesser
degree the musical traditions in their midst, including that of the Yemenite and Sephardic
traditions. The treatment of these indigenous materials was subject to a variety of stylistic filters
with which individual composers were more thoroughly acquainted, principally those rooted in
their own musical training. As Bohlman notes, “By the early 1950s the compositional techniques
of Western art music had acquired a firm position in the Middle Eastern cultural environment.”45
Indeed, much of the music by first-generation composers could be characterized as efforts to
Westernize recently discovered oriental materials. As Fromm observed in 1961, “The initial step
to elaborate Oriental folk material in European fashion has now been superseded by the writing
of original music which absorbs the experience of Oriental music in more independent ways.”46
Although many Israeli composers have in some way been influenced by the oriental musical
traditions in their midst, few have abandoned Western traditions.Some composers rejected the
idea of a musical language that would represent the new state, either holding firm to prior
stylistic orientations or seeking new musical approaches unlikely to ensure public
acceptance.47 The broad spectrum of aesthetic responses among Israeli composers has
extended from the nearly total resistance of indigenous influence to the demand for a completely
non-Western style.48 Another factor opposing nationalistic pressures was the search by
individual artists for their own voices, influenced by growing internationalist impulses. Israeli
artists in the 1940s and 1950s thus experienced a creative tension caused by the conflicting
needs of self and society: “Those were years of uncompromising desire for self-determination of
the artists, but the time was a time of inevitable compromise brought about by the phenomenon
of social melting pot in the life of the nation, due to mass immigration from all parts of the world.
The culture which emerged in Israel, was multi-faceted, rich in contradictions, eclectic and wildly
creative.”49Pluralism has remained a hallmark of the contemporary arts in Israel, as it seems
increasingly to be of the society as a whole. The social doctrine of achieving cultural unity in
Israel was a direct response to the diversity of its immigrant population, formed by the
“ingathering of exiles” from more than a hundred countries, with their own languages, cultures,
and histories. But the underlying diversity of Israel’s population has resisted social, political, or
aesthetic homogeneity. The unifying forces of Judaism, Hebrew, and Zionist nationalism have
also been responsible for ongoing dispute and division in Israeli society. Within the diversity of
this aesthetic context, one nonetheless perceives commonalities that might reflect a national
identity. Bohlman has suggested that the interrelated influences of biblical cantillation and the
Hebrew language have served in this role: “The emergence of modern Hebrew as the language
of modern Israeli composition symbolizes the transition of its many styles from the



amalgamation of the immigrant generation to the consolidation of a new ethnic
community.”50Interviews with five first-generation immigrant composers are presented here.
Bohlman has characterized Hanoch Jacoby (1909–90) and Josef Tal (b. 1910) as exemplifying
two of the three broad groups representing Israel’s immigrant composers: Paul Ben-Haim led
those “who adapted their compositional approaches to the broad stylistic shifts” of Israeli music;
the more conservative approach of Jacoby, a pupil of Paul Hindemith, permitted the treatment of
themes derived from folk music or cantillation according to the rigorous precepts of his
European training; Tal, as Israel’s foremost composer of operas and electronic music, and one
who has long employed dodecaphonic methods, exemplifies those more intrigued by
“compositional developments abroad” than by the treatment of Jewish or Israeli themes.51 Zvi
Keren regards Tal and Abel Ehrlich (b. 1915) as “avant-gardists,” the latter for his use of graphic
notation, serialism, and proportionality.52 The only Eastern European immigrant in this
representative generational group, Russian-born Mordecai Seter (1916–94), employed serial
procedures in a way, according to Avni, “which more closely resembles Messiaen than
Schoenberg.”53 Haim Alexander (b. 1915) is the only first-generation composer represented
here for whom jazz has been a significant inspiration and a lasting influence. Representative
works by all five composers are listed in A Descriptive Bibliography of Art Music by Israeli
Composers, by Alice Tischler.Hanoch Jacoby, photographed by Allan D. Cisco. Courtesy of Mrs.
Alice Jacoby and the Israel Philharmonic Orchestra.1HANOCH JACOBYHanoch (originally
Heinrich) Jacoby, a German-immigrant composer, conductor, teacher, and music administrator,
performed for many years as a violist with the Israel Philharmonic Orchestra.1 Philip Bohlman
contends that as a composer, Jacoby “never fully adapted the Central European framework to
the Israeli musical culture.”2 The influence of Jacoby’s training was so evident in his harmonic
language and use of conventional musical forms that friends suggested sending his music to
Germany “to show the Germans how an Israeli preserved the German spirit of music.”3 Still,
Jacoby sought to integrate his European musical heritage with the new environment of Israel,
employing melodic materials he learned through his brief association with Bracha Zephira and
later evoked in his own writing. Like many other Israeli composers, he employed modal melodies
and inflections, as well as rhythmic formulas of the hora and other dances. But like his teacher,
the German composer and musical theorist Paul Hindemith, Jacoby remained a polyphonist. He
regarded his contrapuntal treatment of oriental melodies to be unique, and felt that the
polyphonic potential of these melodies justified their treatment “like the Inventions of Bach.”4I
interviewed Hanoch Jacoby on July 1, 1986, at his home in Tel Aviv. He had ceased his activities
as a composer nearly ten years earlier.5 This decision, as is evident from his remarks, was tied
to deeply felt emotions. I learned from Mrs. Alice Jacoby early in 1991 that the composer passed
away on December 13, 1990.6I was born in 1909 in a town that doesn’t exist anymore. It was
Königsberg in Prussia. It was once in East Prussia, in the northern part of Germany. Today it is
Russia. In between is now Poland, then comes East Germany, West Germany—all has changed.
Königsberg was destroyed in the Second World War. Today there is nobody there speaking



German, no German people anymore—all in Siberia or fled to the West. It’s a big town today,
called Kaliningrad. It’s a very important town from a strategic point of view. I left Germany in 1933
for Turkey. It was very nice there from the point of view of landscape. I liked Istanbul very much;
it’s one of the most beautiful cities I can imagine. But from the point of view of cultural life it was a
disaster. One year in Turkey was absolutely enough. It was even too much. So when I came to
Jerusalem, I felt at home. I came to Israel in 1934.I became a member of the Jerusalem String
Quartet, of which the first violinist was Emil Hauser. He was the first violinist of the first Budapest
String Quartet, which he left in 1932. I heard his last concert in Frankfurt. I knew him only here in
Israel; he was a very good musician. I was a member of the Jerusalem String Quartet for five
years, until Hauser left for the States. I joined the Academy at the same time. In 1934 it was a
very small institute, but there were some very important people on the staff.7My early musical
experience started at six years of age, when I started to play the violin. I composed already
before this, but it was nothing worthwhile. I began composition lessons when I was fourteen or
so. I studied with Hindemith for two and a half years at the Berlin Hochschule. I loved his music.
In the last part of his life, he was very conservative, but I understood him very well. It was a
reaction. Anyhow, I studied composition and viola. And for many years I was a violist, and played
in different chamber music ensembles. When I left the Academy I went to the Philharmonic
Orchestra, when I was fifty. It was really almost a wonder that they accepted me at this age.First
of all, I tried to find out the folklore. Then I started to write my own folklore, in the style of folklore.
When I had found this style, it was not modern anymore. The hora and all these things were
already forgotten in the fifties. I wrote still in this style, so I was always a little bit late. Afterwards,
but even before, I searched for Eastern oriental material. I was very interested in religious music
and dance music, but mostly religious, cantillation. Also Arabic music, but mostly Yemenite, Iraq,
Kurdistan. And one of my compositions, Mutatio, is a model.8 I’ll tell you the whole story.When I
left the Philharmonic Orchestra, in retirement, I was engaged as a professor in the Haifa
Technion. I was not really to teach, I was to compose a piece. I was artist-in-residence for the
whole year. But that’s not my style. I conducted the orchestra, I gave courses and played
chamber music and did all things together. But the most important was to write a composition.
Now the year before, I had a request from the Israel Music Institute to write music for three
instruments—educational music, for violin pedagogy—on Jewish material. And I took this book
from Haim Alexander, who did the research on that—two hundred different melodies in this
book.9So I took some ten or fifteen that I liked and I started to work them out for three
instruments. You know, this music is all in principle for one voice, but I wanted to add Western
ideas to this music. And I always work in a contrapuntal style. When I had all these melodies
worked out, I looked them over and I was very disappointed that two of these melodies came out
almost alike. I had not read the titles, because this was not important to me. When I looked over
the book, I found that the two melodies had the same title. Now I compared them, and I found
out that one was an Iraqi melody and the other Kurdistani, of the same prayer. I learned later that
the words of the prayer were written in the thirteenth century. You see, Kurdistan, Iraq, Baghdad,



are very close together. But the solution was absolutely different. One was a diatonic melody in
major (ex. 1), and the other was a chromatic melody in minor (ex. 2). But the source was the
same. And I was fascinated about the thing.And when I came to Haifa, I had the idea in my head,
I have to write a composition about these two melodies. All this was about twelve years ago. At
the same time I conducted the orchestra in the Art of the Fugue of Bach. And when I played the
chorale at the end, which doesn’t belong to the Art of the Fugue but was added by his sons,
suddenly I had the idea that these two melodies are based on a melody that doesn’t exist
anymore, but I had to find it. And I started my composition with a chorale prelude establishing
this unknown melody. That was almost a musicological subject.It was written for the orchestra of
the Technion, which was very special because it had one bassoon and four clarinets. I wrote it
exactly for what I had. I’ll read you a program note:Mutatio was commissioned by and dedicated
to the Technion Symphony Orchestra, which performed it under the baton of its conductor, Dalia
Atlas, on May 20, 1975. The dedication to a student orchestra meant, of course, that I had to
take into account the limited technical standard of the players, and the fact that not all orchestral
instruments were available, and certainly not in standard numbers. That is the reason for the odd
orchestration I accepted, not as a limitation, but as a challenge.Mutatio is certainly a piece of
music looking to the past for inspiration. First of all, to the Jewish past. It was a chance musical
and musicological experience that led me to compare two different versions of a medieval prayer
for the new year, as sung today by the Jews of Kurdistan and Baghdad. There exist more
versions of the same prayer, all recorded in Israel from Persian, Moroccan, Spanish, and Greek
sources.10By comparing the two aforementioned versions, I found out that they had the same
melodic structure outline. This idea inspired me to the conception of a composition in three
variation forms based on an unknown theme.But Mutatio is not only looking at the Jewish past; it
is looking back also to sources in the history of European polyphonic writing. All Near Eastern
music is essentially one-line music, pure homophony,11 or heterophony, while all European
music since about eight hundred years ago is essentially polyphonic. Israel is geographically
and historically the ideal place to combine and unite the two contrasting principles in music.
Polyphonic treatment, especially the use of free imitative counterpoint, adds new dimensions
and depth to the expressive oriental, melodic line.
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scarecrow, “incredibly illuminating on an opaque part of the globe. When encountering/
appraising other cultures we often find a confusion of concept,a hit or miss situation,a steady
stream of befuddled provincial generalizations, misinformation,or none,no information at all.For
the realm of politics it's clear,certain powers control that,those threads and conduits of
information,shape it, fashion it however and whatever they want to suit particular political
necessities.In speaking of culture however I'd suspect the channels would be relatively more
forthcoming,more open, talismanic,not quite as taciturn as more sensitive information, as the
various unending conflagrations occuring in the Middle East.Robert Fleisher under generous
grants spent time in Israel,interviewing composers who represent different generations,from the
pioneers,'halutzim' to the sabras to emigres,to those born out of war and independence to those
after,with the relative stability after Oslo.There are great histories revealed here as Haim
Alexander and his time spent in Berlin. He indentifies the formative powerful figure of Stefan
Wolpe, a student of Anton Webern who was the first to introduce the dodecaphonic language
into Israel. What is clear when reading these 20 interviews are the unending search for identity
and a functional musical language. Paul Ben-Haim is, has been an influential figure of the
"Mediterranean School" in Israel,a relatively facile tonal language with the influx of differing folk
and melodic utilizations.Yet there is ever bit a set of creative problematics with tonality as
dodecaphonic musical language.This tonality had dominated the musical language of creators
in the Thirties and Forties,prior to the War of Independence.What is clear as revealed in yet
another fascinating interview of Ami Maayani,is that Israeli composers all bloom and develop
late,in that their military service interrupts creativity. So it is well not until one is close to 30 years
of age,where anything like a career in writing music is even considered. Maayani offers a wealth
of advice,that a musician, as himself, is, was not ready, mature enough to write music. That
composition should come at the end of one's musical life. Many of today's composers, he goes
on to say, only want to be recognized as a composer, not knowing anything of the creative
lifeworld,hardly knowing the tools,techniques,and history of the achievements of modernity for
instance.We find that musical education as well does not take place entirely within Israeli
institutions, as Betty Olivero,who had lived in the United States for a time, and later also
spending time studying composition with Luciano Berio, by invitation.She has been a great
inspiration of pursuing the modernist language, that of extended instrumental techniques,fusing
it sometimes with her native folk heritage imagery.There also seems to be an above-ground
compositional railroad that leads to the University of Pennsylvania. Where composer/creators as
Yinam Leef come to study with dodecaphonist Richard Wernick and or timbralist/miniaturist
George Crumb.There are wonderful excerpts of works given as well, as Tzvi Avni's "Piano
Sonata #2",or Arik Shapira's "Missa Viva",and a healthy bibliography and a handsome list of
relative works for each of the 20 composers. This I also found quite useful, For instance I didn't
know that the young composer Oded Zehavi wrote an "Israeli War Requiem".”



The book has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 1 people have provided feedback.
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